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ABSTRACT
In the implementation of Digital Forensics, one of the derivatives of practice is the handling of Digital Evidence. Handling Digital Evidence requires important steps and procedures. Digital evidence is a source of artifacts in handling a digital-based crime case, one of which comes from digital storage. In this research, the author will design a framework for Digital Forensic investigations by simulating digital evidence in the form of a non-volatile architecture. The reference commonly used by researchers in previous articles is the National Institute of Justice (NIST). The framework is a reference and steps in the practice of acquiring digital evidence. The purpose of designing this framework is as a legal procedure that is specifically implemented in the practice of acquiring non-volatile digital evidence. In the design, the author conducted a literature study on the NIST SP 800-86 and ISO 27037:2012 standards and then combined them in a hybrid terminology. The output of this research is to combine the two standards to become framework as reference for handling and investigating Digital Forensic science.

1. INTRODUCTION
In disclosing a crime with electronic and/or digital evidence, an approach using digital forensic methods is needed [1]. Therefore, digital forensics has a principle that the Digital Forensic Team needs to adhere to. The principles that the Digital Forensic Team needs to adhere to according to ISO 27037:2012 are to reduce the direct handling of electronic and/or digital evidence, have the
appropriate competence, document all digital forensic activities (logs), and comply with applicable laws and regulations.

Digital forensics is undergoing a branch of science development including computer forensics (computer forensics), operating system forensics (OS forensics), motion forensics (mobile forensics), video forensics (video forensics), image forensics (image forensics), audio forensics (audio forensics), network forensics (network forensics), malware forensics (malware forensics), cloud computing forensics (cloud forensics), and IoT forensics [2][3]. Almost all branches of digital forensics handle electronic evidence in the form of storage media in which there is digital evidence with non-volatile properties [4]. Non-volatile digital evidence is digital evidence that will not be lost when electronic evidence does not have a power supply. For example, files stored on hard disks, thumb drives, memory cards, etc. [5].

The United States Ministry of Commerce through the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) issued instructions for handling electronic and/or digital evidence, namely NIST SP 800-86. NIST SP 800-86 has also regulated the process of securing non-volatile digital evidence based on a review of the data or operating system stored on electronic evidence. Based on this review, when securing digital evidence using two choices of methods of turning off the computer by forcibly unplugging the power cable or using the stages of turning off the computer from the operating system feature [6], unfortunately, carrying out the second stage causes the execution of the investigator which can reduce the essence of the chain of custody. In previous studies that used ISO 27037:2012 in the process of securing non-volatile digital evidence, it was not explained in detail. This research only discusses the instruments used to evaluate the digital forensic process in general [7]. Whereas the ISO 27037:2012 document has regulated the process of securing non-volatile digital evidence. However, ISO 27037:2012 does not discuss the analysis and report writing process because ISO 27037 only focuses on Guidelines for Identification, Collection, Acquisition and Preservation of Digital Evidence. Based on the advantages and disadvantages of NIST SP 800-86 and ISO 27036:2012, this study proposes a framework for handling non-volatile digital evidence by combining the frameworks of NIST SP 800-86 and ISO 27037:2012.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

Based on research [8] there has been a description of the statement that Digital Forensic has a method. The method adopted in this case is Live Forensic and Static Forensic. Static Forensics has conventional steps and approaches where electronic evidence is processed by bit-by-bit images to carry out forensic processes. The forensic process itself runs on systems that are not on or running (off). For data storage that uses steady memory or nonvolatile memory as the media. Organizationally and computer architecture, in this case is the CPU (central processing unit) consisting of core components in the form of a Processor, Random Access Memory (RAM), as well as non-volatile storage media in the form of storage which is often called a hard disk [9]. Storage itself [10] is currently divided into two specifications, namely HDD (Harddisk Drive) and SDD (Solid State Drive). Computer technology in the 2020s era will be demanded for speed of access in operation, as well as efficiency in the use of power and volume, one of which is the use of Solid State Drives which are developments to replace the position of conventional Hard Drives in data storage media [11].

Currently, it is divided into two storage architectures, namely conventional HDDs that use magnetic plates with a range of revolutions per minutes (RPM) from 5400 to 7200 RPM. Then on another storage architecture, namely Solid State Drive (SSD) which uses a digital controller (NAND Technology) which does not use magnetic disks. In contrast to image memory (volatile memory, such as RAM), data stored in nonvolatile storage tends not to be lost even though there is no electrical
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An alternative to static analysis, or rather a complementary approach, is Live Forensic Analysis. In this case, all digital evidence is collected while the system is running. Live Forensic is able to cover some of the shortcomings of static analysis. However, on the other hand there are some issues for live forensics. The most important issue is that with live forensics the analyst’s action is to execute on the system which causes changes to the digital evidence which in this case "was only discovered as alleged goods" [12]. Alteration or contamination of digital evidence is against the principles of digital forensics [13]. There are several other problems with live forensics, one of which is that the investigator may not have a verified level of rights regarding access to the system under investigation.

Figure 1 is a digital forensic stage from NIST SP 800-86 as a reference in various research and implementation in the field, including this research. This is because the forensic stages presented by NIST make it easier to handle electronic and/or digital evidence. The digital forensic stage adopted in this study is from the collection stage, namely the stage of collecting and/or securing electronic and/or digital evidence. The second stage, examination is the stage of extracting electronic and/or digital evidence that has been collected and/or secured without reducing the authenticity of electronic and/or digital evidence. The third stage, analysis is the stage of conducting an analysis to find out more about matters related to crime. The last stage, reporting is the stage of presenting the findings at the analysis stage in the form of reporting which will be used for the next law enforcement process.

Furthermore, in securing digital evidence stored on electronic evidence in the form of storage media, security procedures are also regulated through ISO 27037:2012. In this study, the digital evidence handled was stored in electronic evidence in the form of storage media such as hard disks. In the picture below that digital evidence does not depend on the availability of electricity, the choice is to unplug the computer cable from the power source or perform the shutdown process if the device is in an unstable condition described in figure 2. Previous research discussed the merging of two frameworks, namely ACPO and SNI ISO/IEC 27037:2014 regarding the acquisition of CCTV evidence [14]. However, this study does not provide an overview related to the comparison of the two digital forensic frameworks. So the stage of this research is to compare two digital forensic frameworks, namely NIST SP 800-86 and ISO 27037:2012. The comparison method is to show the advantages and disadvantages of each framework. From the results of the comparison, this method hopefully will become a new guide in handling non-volatile digital evidence in order to make it easier for the Digital Forensic Team. The comparison table of the advantages and disadvantages of the NIST SP 800-86 and ISO 27037:2012 framework can be seen in the following table 1.
3. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

NIST SP 800-86 also mentions the process of securing digital evidence stored on storage media on a computer. However, it is not explained in more detail as in ISO/IEC 27037:2021. Two processes that can be carried out to secure electronic evidence are unplugging the cable from the power source and turning off the computer in accordance with the operating system features that have the possibility of losing digital evidence in the form of files related to closing open, files related to temporary deletion, and related files with swaps. This is certainly different from ISO/IEC 27037:2012 which regulates the condition of the device.

ISO/IEC 27037:2012 also regulates the process of collecting electronic evidence or securing potential digital evidence from various factors. The factors that must be considered include:

1. Dependency term on the power source.
2. Encryption method (depend on kernel or user customization) that used on storage media.
3. The level of urgency in an organizational/institutional system.
4. Requirements and regulations that apply in the organization/institution.
5. Large capacity and volume of storage media.

6. Availability of the crime scene team.

7. Availability of time required by the crime scene team.

Based on the comparison of the process of collecting electronic evidence and securing potential digital evidence of the two standards, NIST SP-800-86 and ISO/IEC 27037:2012, there are several advantages and disadvantages. So in this study, improvements were made by comparing the two standards. The table below is a comparison matrix of the advantages and disadvantages of NIST SP-800-86 and ISO/IEC 27037:2012. Matrix in the table above, to simplify and strengthen the procedure for collecting electronic evidence in the form of storage media and securing non-volatile digital evidence, it is necessary to create a comprehensive flow diagram. The picture below is a flow diagram for collecting electronic evidence in the form of storage media and securing digital evidence stored on storage media. The flow diagram considers various factors that have been determined in ISO/IEC 27037:2012 and follows the forensic steps on NIST SP-800-86.
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4. CONCLUSION

According on the research showed above, each standardization has advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, the integration of NIST SP-800-86 standardization and ISO/IEC 27037:2012 strengthens the digital forensic framework. The resulting framework is more perfect because it considers several things including: critical factors, time, personnel, storage media capacity in this case is electronic evidence, and the nature of the vulnerability of digital device systems. As for the digital forensic process, each standardization has stages that are in accordance with the basic rules of digital forensics, both the process of collecting and securing electronic and/or digital evidence. This study has a weakness, namely the framework resulting from the integration of the NIST SP-800-86 standard and ISO/IEC 27037:2012 has not been field tested with the Law Enforcement Apparatus. It is hoped that this framework can be applied by the Digital Forensic Team of Law Enforcement Officials.
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